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By Talya Misiri and Simon Thompson

A
t the outset of the pandemic, private 
debt funds experienced their worst 
quarter in the last decade, but 
portfolios have recovered rather 
quickly alongside an improving 
economy, surging liquid credit 
markets, and low default rates.

Over the course of Real Deals’ 
Mid-Market Debt conference this month, 
industry experts from private credit funds and 
banks shared their views on the current state of 
the market.

Key themes that were discussed throughout 
the day included venture debt, ESG, ABL, senior 
debt, market-wide competition and innovation, 
portfolio management and more. Here is a 
round-up of the key discussion points:

COMPETITION
With market activity booming, following a 
short-lived slowdown, competition was the word 
on most peoples’ lips at the conference. In the 
private debt market, competition for lending 
opportunities is currently a key concern for debt 
investors.

Giving an overview of the market in the last 
year, Arcmont partner Fred Nada said: “In terms 
of activity, the last 12 months have been really 
strong for the industry and for us, with a lot of 
capital deployed in good deals... if anything, 
there’s more competition and more people 
working on deals.”

With more market players and a large variety 
of lending options, sponsors seem to be spoilt 
for choice. Thus, competition among lenders is 
also leading to competitive pricing and terms in 
some instances.

In the ABL space, where activity has been 
fairly consistent, growth and therefore, greater 
competition may be  on the horizon. Aurelius 
managing partner Tristan Nagler said: “Now, as 
we come out of the pandemic, and we’re looking 
to sign more deals and building our momentum, 
we’re finding, probably more competition, more 
funds offering asset based lending, new entrants 
- there is more choice than ever. That is not to 
say that there are necessarily fundamental 
changes in how asset based lenders underwrite 
deals, but just that there are more of them and 
therefore, there’s a bit more choice and a bit 
more flexibility, but at a higher price.”

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
Across the private debt universe it was agreed 
that the pandemic has accelerated and refined 
firms’ focus on portfolio management.

Permira Credit managing director Claire 
Harwood said: “We have a portfolio 
management team that were working around the 
clock [when the pandemic hit], we were 
monitoring liquidity, we have all the data in the 
management accounts, but nothing could 
prepare firms for April last year. We realised that 
there were more measures to put in place, and so 
I think it’s really upped our game on portfolio 
management.”

Harwood highlighted that while portfolio 
management was more broadly perceived as a 
“nice to have” and more a priority for those in PE 
on the deal side, it is now at the forefront for debt 
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funds also. Industry speakers throughout the 
day explained how portfolio management teams 
have become much more involved throughout 
the deal process, both on the investment side 
and on the monitoring of assets.

The increased focus on portfolio management 
by debt funds has also led to the development 
and acceleration of new technologies. Multiple 
speakers emphasised the shift in the industry 
from spreadsheets to real time data tracking via 
software platforms.

Where some firms are still relying on quarterly 
updates, it seems as though we will see a total shift 
to live data that is provided by all fund managers. 
Triton Partners investment advisory professional 
Amyn Pesnani said: “What we now need to do is 
digitise...where the memos get scraped, and 
automatically the numbers are uploaded so that 
anyone can see exactly what’s happening with 
the companies on a monthly or quarterly basis.”

BANKS VS LENDERS
The debate over whether banks or private credit 
firms are the better debt providers has been a 
long standing discussion in the PE industry. The 
conference’s Banks vs Private Lenders panel 
revealed that the debate continues to evolve, 
gathering deeper complexities and nuances 
through the course of the pandemic.

While private lenders have increasingly been 
able to claim a more holistic, higher leverage 
debt offering at greater speed, with less onerous 
processes, many stakeholders commented that 
banks showed themselves to be far more supportive 
and faithful partners to firms during the crisis.

James  Salmon, senior director at Shawbrook 
Bank, acknowledged the drawbacks of 
traditional bank’s conventional debt offerings, 
but highlighted the emergence of a hybrid, best 
of both worlds play, that has been accelerated 
amidst the pandemic. “There is real opportunity 
for a bank with the right approach and product. 
There’s no denying, however, we’ve set ourselves 
up to compete with the funds – they’ve raised 
the bar over the last decade, they’ve set the 
standard. We’ve unashamedly picked the best 
bits of the funds proposition whilst adding our 
own Shawbrook touches.

"Ultimately – notwithstanding the pandemic 
– some note that banks have certain advantages 
over funds, e.g. heritage & origination footprint, 
access to capital, liquidity lines & ancillary 
capability.” Salmon noted the dramatic growth 
of many banks’ unitranche offerings, such as 
Shawbrooks, even just in the last three years.  

INNOVATION
An increasing number of new funders are 

entering the private debt space, as it is recognised 
as a predictable and high return market to deploy 
capital. Many existing and longstanding private 
debt users are hoping that  increasing 
competition and additional providers flooding 
into the market will drive broader market 
innovation.

On the ABL panel, Aurelius’ Nagler, said he 
would like to see an ABL debt provider with an 
international, cross-border offering.  “We’ve been 
crying out for asset based lenders to be more 
international. While we are sympathetic to why 
they resist certain geographies, it’s so hard to 
implement pan-European financings, on an asset 
based lending basis. At the moment we have to 
put a lot of time into constructing pan European 
arrangements with multiple  lenders, on 
businesses' own local assets, within jurisdictions.”

Similarly, Aidan Robson, partner at Endless, 
revealed that they would like to see debt 
providers take more holistic views on what they 
take debt charges over.  “We’d like to see a 
broader approach. You see a lot of other assets 
on the balance sheet that could be lent against.”

A number of other stakeholders throughout 
the conference noted advancements and micro 
innovations in the unitranche debt market, 
especially when it came to term flexibility and 
the evolution of debt covenants enforcement.
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Unitranche Unitranche Unitranche

Limerston Capital / 
AFA International

Forensic Science

£U/D

FPE Capital /
Codestone 

Technology Services

£U/D

Collingwood / 
Ambienta

Sustainable Energy

£U/D

Jennifer.murray@shawbrook.co.uk

07341 780 975
shawbrook.co.uk/unitranche

Speak to our specialist team today to see how 
Shawbrook can deliver the speed and flexibility 
you’d want from a fund with the capabilities 
and certainty you’d expect from a bank.

Selected Recent Transactions

Financial Sponsors 

Speed. Ability. 
Commitment.

Fast Growth. Acquisition. 
Buy and build.
Throughout the investment lifecycle, 
and whatever your strategy or sector 
focus, at Shawbrook we offer a range 
of debt finance solutions designed to 
support sponsor-backed UK SMEs.

Our Unitranche and Growth Capital 
products, specifically designed for 
Financial Sponsors, offer debt facilities 
for a range of event driven needs.



ESG
Do debt providers really have the capacity to 
drive material ESG changes? Especially when 
their relationships with PE portfolio companies 
are that much more removed. Or is ESG simply 
the zeitgeist of the moment, that obliges all key 
market stakeholders to launch gestured ESG 
initiatives? A tough, but recurring question at 
the conference, when evaluating ESG’s place in 
the debt market. The financial industry’s lack of 
uniform ESG metrics can make debt players’ 
capacity to directly implement or enforce ESG 
goals limited.

However, Andrew Pitts-Tucker, managing 
director at Apex, maintains that private debt 
providers have still found effective ways to bring 
and add real ESG value. “Companies have been 
incredibly [receptive], they loved what the 
private debt funds have done. The [ESG] 
information we have gathered from these 
companies and the change programmes that 
have been put in place have been seen as a very 

positive movement for these companies. It is risk 
mitigation, value creation, and is what the 
companies want to see. The doubts that the 
private debt funds had, have been erased.”

The discussions explored similar questions 
over the persistence of greenwashing in the PE 
market. While stakeholders recognise it as a 
challenge in the current market, many noted 
that increasingly rigorous and far reaching 
metrics, initiatives and industry scrutiny 
increasingly making greenwashing difficult to 
get away with.

NEW FRONTIERS
Venture debt is slowly experiencing an uptick in 
interest by sponsors in Europe. Where the 
product is a more mainstream feature in the US, 
usage of venture debt in the UK and Europe is 
yet to pick up pace.

In an interview session, Craig Netterfield, 
managing partner at Columbia Lake Partners 
Growth, explained that venture debt is “not 

really understood” in Europe at present. 
However, he mentioned that in the US, it has 
“had a chance to prove that it works”; thus 
emphasising the need for more education in 
Europe on the offering and its advantages.

Where businesses are educated on venture 
debt, there is an abundance of deal flow and 
lenders in this space to support them, 
Netterfield added.

While there is an abundance of businesses 
that could benefit from this type of funding, 
Netterfield warned that lenders still need to do 
their diligence and be selective with their 
transactions. 

He noted that the challenges for lenders and 
common concerns for LPs is that start-ups aren’t 
always considered as “safe credit”. In this case, 
debt lenders have to exercise caution around the 
businesses they back and must look for certain 
characteristics like growth and recurring 
revenue to mitigate risk within their 
transactions later down the line. ●
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